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Why opening up in lockdown?
 

With human touch and dialogue both restricted and
intensified by our enforced confinement, this project

aimed to spark empathy-building conversation between
colleagues, families and friends drawing out the

commonalities and differences in experience.
 

We invited participants to capture their conversations, to
ensure that the feelings, ideas and potential actions were

not lost to apathy and the passage of time.
 

Our biggest challenge was a lack of diversity.
Future Parley projects must address this.

 
In the pages which follow we reflect back the

conversation we heard. The hope is that, in reading the
collective responses from our survey, those reading will

:
Feel connected to the wider experience

Want to discuss or share their experience
Explore why experiences differed

Better dialogue drives better
outcomes, both at an individual and
global level.
The right questions open up new
perspectives and important
possibilities
Reflection, especially done jointly,
builds the resolve and resilience we
need to embrace change.
There is no playbook for a post-
pandemic world.

Why Parley?
 
We are in changing times. We know that:
 

PARLEY HAS ONE, SIMPLE

AIM. TO INSPIRE BETTER

CONVERSATIONS THAT

BUILD HOPE, CLARITY,

RESILIENCE AND

COLLECTIVE ACTION,

"OUR BIGGEST FEAR

 HAS BEEN LOSS" 



The story of our lockdown
 

We are proud and surprised at how
quickly we have accepted being confined,
adapted to completely new rhythms of
work and life and adopted new ways to
communicate with family, friends and
work.  We get up, get along, apply
ourselves, achieve things.  We’re proud of
this and a little surprised that we’ve not
found it harder, that the day goes so
quickly, how little gets done.  We are also
surprised that we haven’t missed being
out and about more - that we’ve enjoyed
being home.
 
We miss and find it hard to be
without physical contact.  We long to
see, hug, be with friends and family and to
interact - playing tennis, meeting in
restaurants, going to school.  We’re not
missing pubs, casual conversation,
shopping, entertainment - it’s physical
togetherness, face to face dialogue and
play that we’re craving.
 
The uncertainty, volatility and
endlessness make us feel unsafe -
we’ve had to manage our thoughts.  Our
biggest fear has been loss in many forms:
loss of a family member to the
Coronavirus; loss of employment, job
options, financial security, failing to learn
from all that has led to this situation and
the long-term impact on our children and
the next generation.
 
Hope and courage have primarily
come from kindness and courage of
everyday people outside our homes:
Captain Tom, the NHS doctors and nurses,
The Amazon delivery guy, The lady behind
the till at the local Co-op.  But also, from
within: faith, positivity, the strength of
human spirit and silver linings.

What has made you proud during
lockdown and what has surprised you?
What did you miss and find hard?
What has been your biggest fear?
Where have hope and courage come
from?
What are you grateful for and what will
support you going forward?
What will you take away from lockdown in
terms of habits, intentions or
realisations?

 
 

We’re supported by and grateful for
many things including parks, good habits
(yoga, meditation and walking) and permission
to slow down.  But it is giving each other the
space to talk and taking the time to listen that
has supported us most.  We are conscious of
the ways in which we are lucky: our gardens,
our spaces, our security, our health.  We are
honest about leaning on habits such as vaping
and alcohol.
 
As we ease out of lockdown, we will take
with us long-lost pleasures like making bread,
making do, planting seeds, and sharing eggs. 
 We’ll keep the tech that’s kept us connected,
fit, working and well, and push for new ways of
working so we’re on the road less, and in our
gardens more.  We’re not happy at the
prospect of wearing masks to local shops, but
we’ll do so with new appreciation for a
pandemics’ speed and our neighbours’ needs.  
We vow to value the now visible heroes
who’ve secured our survival, to be kinder to
ourselves and to our planet, and to give more
time to our passions and people near and far.
 
This is the story we've heard so far. 
And we're still curious!  
 
Gather your tribe.  Discuss and share
with us:
 
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

6.



The story of our lockdown in pictures
 
 
 
 
 

What we are proud of
and surprised about

What we miss
and find hard

What we 
fear most

Where we find 
hope and courage

What supports us and
helps us feel grateful



What we will take away
from lockdown

"We believe that richer, more meaningful conversations,
especially during difficult times, can bring about the

sustained positive change the world needs.
 

We created Parley to help uncover the narratives that influence
how we see and act in the world, articulate these to support

collective progress and understanding.
 

Juliet Fallowfield, Founder
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